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Abstract. The main idea in this paper is to show how flexible processes can be 
designed by combining generic process templates and business rules. We instantiate a 
process by applying rules to specific case data, and running a materialization 
algorithm. The customized process instance is then executed in an existing workflow 
engine.  We present an architecture and also give an algorithm for process 
materialization. The rules are written in a logic-based language like Prolog.  Our 
focus is on capturing deeper process knowledge and achieving a holistic approach to 
robust process design that encompasses control flow, resources and data, as well as 
makes it easier to accommodate changes to business policy.  
Keywords: flexible processes, rules, templates, materialization, algorithms.  

 

1. Introduction  

There are many approaches and frameworks for designing business workflows. Most 
of them are based on mapping a control flow that specifies the coordination of various 
activities (see, for instance, [1,2,8,15,21]). The control flow description of a process is 
also called a process schema. In general, there are a large number of process schemas 
in an organization. This occurs partly because many schemas are variants of one 
another with minor changes between them. Take for instance, an insurance company 
that writes policies for automobile, home and other kinds of insurance. When claim 
applications are made, then the company has to initiate a different process schema for 
an automobile accident claim as compared to a home damage claim. Moreover, even 
for a home damage claim, another different process must be enacted for a home 
whose value is less than $100,000 versus a home whose value is more than $250,000 
because in the former case only one adjuster might be required to visit the home and 
appraise the damage, while in the second case two adjusters are required to submit 
independent reports of damage assessment. In general, if there are thousands of 
process variants it makes finding the correct process difficult and error prone. 

Another complication may arise if the company changes its policy to require two 
independent assessments only when the value of the home is more than $500,000.  
Just this simple business policy change will necessitate a change in many process 
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schema variants. It is time and effort consuming if every variant of the process 
schema affected by this change has to be modified. Thus process schema description 
gets tied into the business policy of the organization. 

In this paper we propose a novel solution to process design based on the idea of 
process materialization. Process materialization means to generate on the fly a 
process schema (say, a BPMN [21] model in XML) that integrates the control flow, 
resource needs and data from a generic process template, which describes a very basic 
and general process schema, by applying business rules to the input data of a process. 
In general, these rules correspond to the business policy of an organization. Thus, this 
is a rule-based approach to process schema design so as to incorporate the business 
policy in a dynamic way. If policy changes, only the rules have to be modified while 
the template can remain unchanged. After the schema has been materialized, then the 
process would be executed by a workflow engine. The main advantage of this 
approach is that an end user does not have to create a large number of process 
schemas before hand and manually determine which schema to execute when a case 
(such as for an insurance claim) arrives. In addition, an end user does not need to 
modify a large number of process schemas when policy changes occur since the 
policy can be captured by rules.  

Another advantage of this approach is that it leads to holistic process design.  
Workflow research has focused on the modeling of the control flow of a process, 
while other key aspects like data flow and resource needs of various tasks are 
neglected. In general, a holistic process model requires additional information like 
resource needs of each task, data values of parameters associated with a task, 
equipment and facilities needed for the completion of the task, etc. One of the goals in 
the proposed approach is to integrate the modeling of resource and data needs of 
various tasks as well into the process description. Thus, in the insurance example 
above, it should be possible to specify that: (1) if the damage exceeds $500,000 then 
the claim must be approved by a vice-president (a resource related constraint); and (2) 
at least one adjuster out of two should have more than 10 years of experience (a data 
related constraint). Modeling approaches that capture such requirements are needed.    

Thus, the essence of our approach is: process template + rules = materialized 
process. Naturally, this leads to considerably more flexibility than conventional 
approaches and is suitable in scenarios involving variability and frequent changes in 
the environment, as well as resource intensive or ad hoc workflows. The organization 
of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an example to motivate our approach, 
presents an architecture to formalize this approach and also gives a formal 
representation for processes, while Section 3 describes our representation approach 
for rules and discusses rule processing. Then, Section 4 describes our materialization 
algorithm in detail. Finally, Section 5 provides a detailed discussion and Section 6 
concludes the paper with directions for future work.  

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Motivating Example 

Figure 1 shows an example process template for an insurance process in BPMN 
notation [21]. In this template, after a claim is received by a customer representative, 
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it is validated by a clerk to ensure that the customer has a valid policy that relates to 
this claim. The clerk also makes an assignment to two adjusters who will review and 
appraise the damage to the auto or the house, and then submit a report. The two 
adjusters may perform their jobs in parallel. This is indicated by a parallel gateway 
shown as a diamond with a cross.  The first parallel gateway where multiple branches 
split has a corresponding parallel gateway where multiple paths merge. After the 
reports are received by the customer representative, they are checked for 
completeness and sent to an officer who will determine the settlement amount based 
on the reports. Subsequently, two approvals are required by a manager and a senior 
manager, and then the accounts manager will issue the payment to the customer.  

 
Figure 1: Description of an insurance process in BPMN notation 

Figure 1 shows the “normal” tasks, the roles that perform the tasks and the control 
flow relationships between tasks. However, the realized process may vary depending 
upon the actual data for a particular incident or case. Thus, the template can be 
customized for a specific case by applying rules to it. An example rule set is shown in 
Figure 2. The rules are written in plain English-like syntax. So, if the loss claimed is 
less than $500K, then only one adjuster is required (R1); however, if the loss is, more 
than $250K then the adjuster should have more than 10 years of experience (R7) and 
must fill the “long” form (R9). Furthermore, if the loss is more than $500K, the 
second adjuster should be classified as an expert (R8). After a settlement is assessed, 
either one or two approvals are required before payment is made.  The number of 
approvals depends upon the amount of loss (R4, R5, R6). Finally, there are rules 
related to the urgency status of the case. If it is marked expedite then the approvals 
may be performed in parallel to save time (R2). On the other hand, if it is marked 
urgent, then the second approval may be deferred to after the payment is made (R3). 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Rules to be applied to the process template of Figure 1 

R1: If loss < $500K, then skip review by adjuster 2 
R2: If application = expedite then perform approvals in parallel 
R3: If application = urgent and loss < $500K then  

defer second approval until after payment 
R4: If loss < $100K, then need manager approval 
R5: If $100K < loss < $500K, then need manager & senior manager approval 
R6: If loss > $500K, then need manager + VP approval 
R7: If loss > $250K, then need adjuster with minimum 10 years experience 
R8: If loss > $500K, then need detailed assessment from an expert  
R9: If loss > $250K, then adjustor must fill the "long" form  
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Clearly, by applying the rules to the template on different case data, we obtain 

different processes. Two such materializations for two different cases are shown in 
Figure 3. In (a), the loss is $200 K and it is marked expedite, while in (b) the loss is 
$300K and it is marked urgent. We can see that different processes emerge.  

 

 
(a) Materialization 1: (loss = $200K, status = expedite) 

 

 
(b) Materialization 2: (loss = $300K, status = urgent) 

Figure 3: Two materializations from process template and rules 

The purpose of this example was to motivate the need for materialization. Our 
motivation in a nutshell is to reduce the number of processes, especially those which 
are minor variants of each other, and to make processes more adaptive and agile to 
business policy changes. Thus, our approach uses process templates to abstract similar 
processes and uses rules to separate business policy from process design to adjust to a 
constantly evolving environment.  

Next, we give an architecture to show how to formalize this approach.   
 

2.2 Architecture 

A high level architecture for our approach is shown in Figure 4. A process designer 
can create, modify and delete process templates and rules using an editor. Each 
process template is associated with a number of rules that have the same process id. 
The editor checks the template for correctness and the rules for consistency. In the 
case where two rules conflict, the system will give a warning and ask the designer 
either to modify the rule or associate priorities with them. In addition, the editor 
checks the executability of rules on their associated template. For example, the editor 
will give an error warning to the process designer if delete(task t1) is contained in the 
rule while t1 does not exist in the process template. Detailed definition of semantics 
for the rule engine is discussed in the next section. As a result, valid process templates 
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and rules are maintained respectively in the process template repository and shared 
rule repository. As the business policy changes over time, the process designer can 
easily change rules associated with a specific process while leaving the process 
template unchanged. When input data for a particular case is entered into the rule 
engine by the customer, the rule processing module determines the predicates that are 
true and passes them on to process materialization algorithm. The materialization 
algorithm uses these true predicates to modify the process template and create a 
materialized process instance schema for execution within the process engine. The 
rule editor can also check for data flow consistencies, i.e. make sure that a task will 
receive all its input data from the output of previous tasks.  
 

  
Figure 4: An overall architecture of the materialization approach 

2.3 Formal Representation of a Process 

A business can be viewed as a collection of processes, and the robustness of these 
processes to a large extent is a crucial determinant of the success of the business.  
Business processes can be described using some simple constructs, and most 
workflow products provide support for these constructs. Four basic constructs that are 
used in designing processes are sequence, parallel, decision structure (or choice) and 
loop, as shown in BPMN notation in Figure 5. 

In general, business processes can be composed by combining these four basic 
patterns as building blocks. They can be applied to atomic tasks, e.g. seq(A,B,…) to 
indicate that tasks A and B (and possibly other tasks) are combined in sequence, or to 
subprocesses, e.g. seq(SP1, SP2) to indicate that subprocess SP1 and subprocess SP2 
are combined in sequence (see Figure 5(a)). Parallelism is introduced by using a 
parallel gateway to create two or more parallel branches which are synchronized by 
another parallel gateway as shown in Figure 5(b). We use 'P' or 'Par' to denote the 
parallel structure. Similarly, a choice structure, denoted as 'C' or Choice, is created 
with a pair of exclusive OR (XOR) gateways and denoted by C or Choice as shown in 
Figure 5(c). The first XOR node represents a choice or a decision point, where there is 
one incoming branch and it can activate any one of the two or more outgoing 
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branches. Finally, a loop (denoted by 'L') is also drawn using a pair of XOR gateways 
but differently from a choice structure, as shown in Figure 5(d). The first XOR 
gateway takes only one out of all the incoming branches and the second XOR 
gateway represents a decision point that can activate any one outgoing branch.    

 

 
Figure 5: Basic patterns to design processes in BPMN notation 

The patterns are applied recursively to create complex processes. A process schema 
can also be described by rules in any rule-based language. We have chosen Prolog 
[6], but other languages can be used similarly. We first define base predicates for four 
aspects of process design and then use them to create process schemas and defining 
rules. The base predicates are shown in Table 1 along with a description.  Figure 6 
gives a description of the insurance claim process using these predicates. In general 
any structured process can be represented in this way. In the next section we discuss 
representation of rules in a formal way. 

Table 1: Base predicates for defining a process and describing rules 

Perspective  Base predicates Description 
General task (t, name) t is a task id and name is the task name 

status(proc_id, value) Specify the status of a process 
[value=normal, expedite, urgent, OFF] 

Control 
flow related 

merge(t1, t2, blk1, S|P|C|L) Merge task t1 and t2 into block blk1 in 
relationship X, where X=S, P, C, or L 

delete(t) Delete task t from the process 
insert(t, Sb|Sa|P|C|L,t1,[N]) Insert task t in sequence, parallel, choice or 

loop with task t1 to create a node N.  
[Sb = before; Sa= after] 

replace(t1, t2) Replace task t1 with t2 
move(t, Sb|Sa|P|C|L, t1) Move task t to a different place.  The new 

place is defined in relation to task t1.  
change(t1, t2, Sb|Sa|P|C|L)  Change relationship between t1 and t2 to 

new relationship X; X = Sb, Sa, P, C, or L  
Resource 
related 

role(t, r) Task t is performed by role r 

Data related data(attribute, value) Assign a value to a data attribute 
prop(role, property_name, 
value) 

Each role can have several properties and 
corresponding values with them 

data_in(t1, din) din is an input data parameter for task t1 
data_out(t2, dout) dout is an output data parameter for task t2 

 

(a) Sequence structure   
  (Seq or S) 

  

(b) Parallel structure   
        (Par or P)

(c) Choice structure 
     (Choice or C) (d) Loop structure (Loop or L) 
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3 Rule Representation and Processing 

3.1 Rule Categories 
 
In general, we are interested in rules related to four aspects of process design: 

Control flow rules: These rules may be used to alter the control flow of a process 
based on input data of a case.  In addition to deleting or replacing a task, they can 
also alter the control flow by moving a task to a different place or changing the 
relationship of two tasks.  

Resource related rules: These rules are concerned with resource assignment based on 
case data.   

Data related rules: These rules are associated with properties or attributes of a 
resource related to a case or to other case data.  

Other rules: These rules may relate to general reasoning, say related to the policies of 
the organization. An example of such a rule is: “if an insurance claim has not been 
completed in 7 days, the status is changed to expedite.” 

These categories can help to organize the rules and define them systematically. 
However, we show next all these types of rules can be represented in a common way.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Describing the insurance claim process using predicates 

 
3.2 Rule representation 
 
In Figure 2 the rules were represented informally.  They can be written formally in a 
first order logic language like Prolog [6]. The rules are based on the predicates in 
Table 1. To illustrate, Figure 7 shows how the rules of Figure 2 will be expressed 
formally using the predicates from Table 1. The rules are based on case data. Case 
data is also expressed using the data predicate as follows: 
 
data(loss, 10000). 
data(date, 1-Jun-2009). 

Tasks 
task(t1, receive_claim). 
task(t2, validate_claim). 
task(t3, review_damage1). 
task(t4, review_damage2). 
task(t5, receive_reports). 
task(t6, det_settlement). 
task(t7, approval1). 
task(t8, approval2). 
task(t9, payment). 
Roles 
role(t1,cust_rep) 
role(t2,clerk) 
…

Process structure 
merge(t1,t2,blk1,seq).   
merge(t3,t4,blk2,par).   
merge(blk1,blk2,blk3,seq).   
merge(blk3,t5,blk4,seq). 
merge(blk4,t6,blk5,seq). 
merge(blk5,t7,blk6,seq). 
merge(blk6,t8,blk7,seq). 
merge(blk7,t9,blk8,seq). 
 
Data 
data_in(t1,loss) 
data_in(t1,policy_num) 
…
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data(policy_num, sp34-098-765). 
 
Rules R1, R2 and R3 are control flow related rules.  R1 deletes task t4 from the 
process instance if the amount of loss is less than $500K since the second adjuster 
review is not required. R2 changes the relationship between tasks t7 and t8 from 
sequence to parallel if it is marked expedite. Similarly, R3 moves the second approval 
task (t8) to the end of the process if the process is marked urgent.  Rules R4, R5 and 
R6 are resource related rules.  They are all similar in that they make assignments of 
resources to tasks based on case data. Thus, in our example, the amount of loss 
determines the resource that is required to perform a task, such as an appraisal or an 
approval. R6 requires that if the loss amount is more than $500K, then a vice-
president should perform the second approval task (t8). Finally, Rules R7, R8 and R9 
are related to case data such as properties of the resources, or other data.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Different types of rules related to the insurance workflow process template 
 
 
3.3 Rule Processing and Semantics for Conflict Resolution 
 
When the above rule set is executed on case data, it will apply the predicates that are 
true to the process template. Assume the case data is as follows: 
 
loss = $300k; status = expedite. 
 

Now, on adding this data to the rule set we find that the rules that are applicable 
are: R1, R2, R5, R7 and R9.  The corresponding predicates that are true as a result 
are: 
 

control flow  related 
 
R1: delete(t4)  :-  data(loss, X), X < 500000. 
 
R2: change(t7,t8,P) :- status(proc_id, expedite). 
 
R3: move(t8, Sa, t9) :- status(proc_id, urgent),data(loss,X), X<500000. 
 
Resource  related 
 
R4: role(t7, manager) :- data(loss, X), X > 0. 
 
R4':delete(t8)  :- data(loss, X), X < 100000. 
 
R5: role(t8, senior_manager) :- data(loss, X),  

X > 100000, X < 500000. 
 
R6: role(t8, vice_president) :- data(loss, X), X > 500000. 
 
Data related 
 
R7: prop(adjuster, min_exp, 10)  :-   
                     data (loss, X), X > 250000. 
 
R8: prop(adjuster2, qualification, expert):-  

data(loss, X), X > 500000. 
 
R9: prop(form, type, long)  :-   

data (loss, X), X > 250000.
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Pred1: delete(t4) 
Pred2: change(t7,t8,par) 
Pred3: role(t8, senior_manager) 
Pred4: prop(adjuster, min_exp, 10) 
Pred5: prop(form,type,long).  
 

These predicates can be applied to the process template in order to instantiate a 
specific process for this case data. Although all rules for the template are valid and 
compatible with each other, true predicates generated by them may have conflicting 
results depending upon the order in which they are applied. For example, insert(t2, 
Sa, t1) and insert(t3, Sa, t1) applied to a process consisting of a single task 't1' can 
result in two processes S(t1, t2, t3) or S(t1, t3, t2) depending upon the order in which 
these operations are applied. Moreover, sometimes rules may fail. For instance 
insert(t1, Sa, t2) would fail if task 't2' has been deleted by a predicate in the previous 
step. Therefore, it is very important to specify the following semantics for handling 
such situations for process materialization. Some possible semantics are: 
 
Arbitrary semantics: do not impose any order on the rules. Assume that all execution 
orders of rules are satisfactory from the user's point of view and are acceptable. If so, 
the execution priority of true predicates will follow the order of their corresponding 
rules in the rule repository.  
 
Priority semantics: assign a priority to rules if the execution order is important. 
Higher priority rules will execute first, followed by lower priority rules in descending 
order. The user can assign priority based on the importance of the rules, so the most 
important predicates will be applied first. Besides, priorities may also be assigned 
based on timestamps with the more recent rules receiving higher priority. 
 
Fail semantics: return failure when a rule cannot be executed due to different reasons.  
In this case a process cannot be materialized. Therefore, the user will have to 
intervene to modify the rules or assign new priorities to them.  
 

It is highly recommended that the user should specify the priority semantics before 
applying the results of rule processing to materialize a new process. Otherwise, 
arbitrary semantics will be used automatically. If the materialization process fails, the 
user will be notified about the predicates that cause the failure. 
 

4 Materialization Algorithm 
 
The rule processing stage generates a list of true predicates that apply to the case data. 
These predicates relate to control flow, resources, and data of the case.  The 
predicates that relate to the resources (such as role and prop predicates) and also those 
that relate to data (such as data predicate) are added to the case database directly.  For 
example, prop(form,type,long) assigns the value long to the type attribute of the form 
object.  Such data would be used as input data for task execution. However, the 
predicates that relate to the control flow are used as input for a materialization 
algorithm in order to generate a modified control flow schema for the process. The 
details of the materialization algorithm are discussed next. 
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4.1 Overview 
Our materialization algorithm is based on creating a tree for the generic process 
template and then applying change operations to it. Each change operation will 
produce a corresponding operation on the tree. After all the changes are applied to the 
tree, the resulting tree reflects the control flow of the new process. This can be 
converted into Prolog rules or into any process description language to describe the 
process schema. A tree for the process template of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 8.  
There are several equivalent representations of such a tree. The tasks are at the leaf 
nodes, while internal nodes are control nodes that give relationships between tasks or 
blocks of tasks. Accordingly, the internal node labels are prefixed with the node type 
(S, P, C, or L).  The child nodes of a sequence node are numbered in order from left 
to right. Thus, the leftmost child appears first in the sequence and the rightmost one is 
the last. For parallel and choice nodes, the order of appearance of the child nodes does 
not matter because of their execution semantics. A loop node has two child nodes, the 
first one for the forward path, and the second for the reverse, hence the order does 
matter.  This tree can be stored in a tabular data structure as follows:  
(node_id, type, child node, sequence#).   
 

 
Figure 8: A process tree for the process template of Figure 1 

 
4.2 Algorithmic Details 
 
The control flow modification predicates (or operations) were given in Table 1.  
They are summarized in Table 2 along with the pseudo-code for implementing them. 
We discuss these operations next in the context of Figure 8 which is a tree-like 
representation of the process of Figure 1. Although, this tree only presents the control 
flow perspective of the process, the resource and data related information can also be 
included in the nodes. This tree was drawn using the parent child relationships from 
the base predicates of Figure 6 after applying the rewriting rule 3 (see below). A 
delete operation simply removes the node corresponding to a task in the tree and if 
the parent of the deleted node has only one child left, then the child is moved up to 
take the place of the parent. Each non-leaf node should have at least two child nodes 
and a task is always a leaf node.   

When a task is to be inserted, its position must be specified in the tree with respect 
to an already existing task node.  Moreover, the relationship between the existing 
node and a new node should also be specified as sequence (S), parallel (P), choice (C) 
or loop (L). If it is a sequence it is necessary to state whether the new task is inserted 
before (Sb) or after (Sa) the current node.  The insert procedure is to create a parent 
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node P1 for the existing node (say, t1) and insert the new node t as a child of P1 in the 
tree. The parent node can optionally be given a new label N. The replace operation 
simply changes the label of a task node with its new name. 

The move operation is like a delete followed by an insert. It removes a task from its 
current location in the tree and inserts it into a new position.  This new position is 
defined with respect to an existing task node in the tree which serves as an anchor 
node.  The change operation may be used to modify the relationship between two 
existing nodes t1 and t2 in the tree. However, this is possible only if a direct 
relationship (i.e., with a common parent node and no other siblings) exists between 
the two nodes. Otherwise, the operation would fail.  In order to implement this 
operation, we first check if a direct relationship either exists already or can be found 
by rewriting the tree into an equivalent tree by means of rewriting rules. If it is 
possible to do so, then the parent node of t1 and t2 is changed to the new relationship. 
Otherwise, a failure message is given. The rewriting rules are as follows: 
 
Rewriting rules (A, B, D are nodes of a tree) 
1. P(…, A,…, B,…) = P(…, B,…, A,…) 
2. C(…, A,…, B,…) = C(…, B,…, A,…) 
3. S(A,B,D,…) = S(S(A,B),D,…) = S(A, S(B,D),…) 
4. P(A,B,D,…) = P(P(A,B),D,…) = P(A, P(B,D),…) = P(B, P(A,D),…) 
5. C(A,B,D,…) = C(C(A,B),D,…) = C(A, C(B,D),…) = C(B, C(A,D),…) 
 

Nodes A, B, and D could represent either tasks if they are leaf nodes or root nodes 
of subtrees if they are internal nodes. The first two rules capture commutativity of the 
parallel and choice operations. The next three rules reflect associativity of sequence, 
parallel and choice operations. Thus, by Rule #3, three tasks in a sequence (i.e. a 
parent S with child nodes A, B and D) can be rewritten in a two level deep tree with a 
parent (say, S1) having child nodes S2 and D. The child node S2 in turn has two child 
nodes A and B. Clearly, both these structures are equivalent. The same argument 
applies to parallel and choice nodes.  

Continuing with the running example, the result of rule processing (section 3.3) 
will send control flow predicates pred1 and pred2 to the process materialization 
algorithm. In the tree of Figure 8, the task Review Damage 1 and Review Damage 2 are 
executed in parallel. Applying Pred1 will remove Review Damage 2 so the parent node 
P1 only has one child node. Following the algorithm, we move task Review Damage 1 
to replace P1. To apply Pred2, we consider the tasks Approval 1 and Approval 2. They 
have a sequence relationship between them; however, their parent node S3 has five 
child nodes. In order to change this relationship between only these two tasks to P, we 
can use rewriting rule #3 to rewrite the part of the tree under S3 as follows: 

S3(rec., det., app1, app2, pay) = S3(S5(rec., det), S6(app1, app2), pay) 

Now, since app1 and app2 have a common parent S3, we can rewrite as:  

S3(S5(rec., det), S6(app1, app2), pay)  S3(S5(rec., det), P2(app1, app2), pay) 

On the other hand, note that it would not be possible to change the tree such that 
tasks receive report and make payment are in parallel.  On applying the true predicates 
Pred1 and Pred2 to the process template tree of Figure 8 by using the materialization 
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algorithm, we obtain the new process tree of Figure 9. This tree can be converted into 
a process diagram or a description in, say, BPEL [7] or XPDL [27].  

Table 2: Process Materialization algorithms  
Operation Algorithm 
Delete (Node t, 
ProcessTree p_tree) 

IF node t is NOT in p_tree 
Report materialization failure; 

ELSE IF parent(t) has two child nodes   
Move t.sibling to replace parent(t); 

ELSE 
Delete (t, p_tree); 

Insert (Node t, Rel X, 
Node t1, [N],  
ProcessTree  p_tree) 
 
Note: X = S, P, C, or L 

IF node t or t1 is NOT in p_tree 
     Report materialization failure; 
 ELSE 
    {Create a new parent node N for t1 && N.node_type=X;   
     Add t as a new child of N ;} 

Replace (Node t1,  
Node t2,  
ProcessTree p_tree) 

IF node t1 or t2 is NOT in p_tree 
   Report materialization failure; 
 ELSE 
   Rename node t1 with t2; 

Move (Node t, Rel X, 
Node t1,  
ProcessTree p_tree): 

IF node t or t1 is NOT in p_tree 
 Report materialization failure; 

ELSE 
       Delete (t, p_tree) && Insert (t, X, t1, p_tree); 

Change (Node t1,  
Node t2, Rel X,  
ProcessTree p_tree) 

 IF node t1 or t2 is NOT in p_tree 
   Report materialization failure; 

     ELSE  
  {use rewriting rules to change p_tree to an equivalent tree   
   p_tree’ such that t1 and t2 have a common parent; 
  Change parent (t1, t2).node_type to new relationship X;}  

 

 
Figure 9: Revised process tree after applying the materialization algorithm 

  Although a formal proof is omitted for brevity, it is possible to show that one can 
translate any given correct process model described by a template into any other 
process model by applying the materialization operations.  
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5 Discussion and Related Work 
 
Most process design techniques lead to rigid processes where policy is "hard-coded" 
into the process schema thus reducing flexibility. The motivation behind our approach 
in this paper is to overcome this drawback by integrating rules with generic process 
templates to materialize processes. The template captures the essence of the flow, 
while the rules allow modification based on case data, policy changes, resource 
availability, etc. The new approach is also more holistic since it can go beyond 
control flow and also capture case data and resource aspects of the workflow.   

A preliminary proposal for process and rule integration is given in [18]. Other 
related work with similar objectives pertains to configurable models [25] and 
aggregate models [23] although they are not based on rules directly. Direct integration 
of the process and rule paradigms into a product is being made in the Drools Flow 
project [13]. Their goals are similar to ours, but they do not create a materialized 
process. Rather they provide a rule modeling construct or module as a way to include 
rules into their process. The rules module can be evaluated and a decision can be 
made accordingly. The advantage of our approach is that it can be integrated into 
existing process modeling paradigms. On materialization our process models can be 
expressed in any existing language (e.g., BPMN, BPEL and XPDL) and executed in 
an existing workflow engine. The generic process templates can also be written in any 
standard language.  

There has been considerable amount of related work on execution of dynamic 
processes in the context of exception handling. The focus there is on modifying a 
running process when exceptions occur due to failed tasks, erroneous information, 
etc. However, this body of work is complementary to our work since it focuses on 
flexibility at run time. In contrast we are more interested in flexibility at design time.            

The benefits from design time flexibility we foresee are:  
(1) It leads to a cleaner process design. Thus, if the two materializations shown in 
Figure 3 were combined into one process it would become very difficult to read.  
(2) It allows separation of organization policy from process flow. The basic template 
captures the essence of the main process flow by including the tasks and the normal 
order in which they are performed. However, variations to the generic process flow 
represent business policy, and these are captured more naturally through rules. When 
changes in the policy occur, only the rules are modified without affecting the generic 
process template.   

Techniques for supporting dynamic change are discussed in [14,20,22,24] and 
elsewhere. The focus of this work is to allow operations like task insertion, deletion, 
etc. to be performed on running workflows in response to exceptions [5,7,12]. There 
have also been other approaches on designing flexible workflow models: based on 
deadline based escalation [3], satisfaction of constraints [19] or restrictions [11], 
availability of resources [17] and on graphs [26]. Another approach for designing 
workflows is centered on entities [4]. While all these methods try to reduce rigidity of 
a strict control flow approach, they lack the flexibility of rules. In [20], a rule based 
approach for dynamic modification in a medical domain is given with the focus on 
handling of exceptions.  Rules can also be used to ensure that business processes 
comply with internal and external regulations. These rules could be specified in a 
first-order language [16] or in deontic logic [9].   
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Of course, on the downside additional cost is involved in managing the rules and 
ensuring consistency. However, if rules are created through a user friendly interface, 
then the burden on the user is minimized. Moreover, for the most part, we expect 
rules to be simple and their interactions few, thus reducing complexity. Another 
drawback with our approach is that it may give too much freedom to users to make ad 
hoc changes in business processes. This can be restricted by adding controls in the 
form of meta-rules that restrict use of modification operations only to certain users.  
 
6 Conclusions 
This paper described a novel proposal for designing flexible business processes based 
on combining process templates with business rules. We showed how the process 
materialization approach allows separation of basic process flow from business policy 
elements in the design of a process and also integrates resource and data needs of a 
process tightly. In future, we will incorporate “events”, which are also an important 
business process design element, into our process template design approach. In Figure 
1, we showed start and end events. Events add expressive power to a process model.  
We plan to add events of different types and provide formal definitions for them in 
future work. 
  We are building a prototype to test and evaluate this methodology following the 
proposed architecture.  A further challenge lies in making an interface that allows 
users to describe the rules in an easy way and making the details of the language 
completely transparent to them. We intend to explore various solutions for this 
including the use of an English-like rule language such as SBVR [10] and providing a 
GUI interface to increase ease of use and prevent typing errors. More effort will also 
be devoted to the semantics for rule conflict resolution. Lastly, adding ontologies to 
the architecture would increase the expressive power of the framework.  
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